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Abstract 
The writing of this paper was prompted by the irreparable way and manner 
lives and property are lost on a daily basis on the Nigerian roads. Most 
likely, this is due to the lacuna (missing gaps) between the citizens and road 
infrastructure. The missing gap is either that there is no adequate effective 
road safety enlightenment programme for citizens or that users of roads have 
failed to be cautiously educated despite the various road safety measures put 
on ground by government. Whatever is the case, roads are constructed for 
ease of movement of both human and vehicular traffic. But citizens 
themselves need safety in the process. The focus of this paper is therefore on 
road sign design as a graphic means of inculcating road safety education in 
citizens. The paper however discusses the various impacts that graphic 
design has made to bear on road safety education. The visual designs 
produced in this paper are to artistically educate-the vast majority of 
Nigerians on road safety measures. 

Introduction 
Safety is crucial human concern. Only of recent though, road safety receives more and more 

attention in Nigeria, accidents still occurs at a worryingly high level. The various governmental 
efforts to reduce road mishaps through the various road safety campaigns and provision of good road 
infrastructure as well as enforcement of traffic directional signs are remarkable but issues bothering on 
safety of lives still require more serious aggression than whimsy. Nevertheless, the opinion that man 
has not been able to create a completely safe environment principally because his environment is not a 
static one (Agbonjimi et al, 1999) is one of the exigent factors that has informed this write-up. 
Agbonjinmi et al further stated that man live in an environment full of change and action. And to 
promote the well being of man, an individual must condition him/herself to have the foresight and 
awareness necessary to anticipate possible hazards to his physical well-being and that of others. 
Besides, it is expedient in this regard to establish the fact that no accident can occur unless it is 
preceded by an unsafe act and that man is the sole offender of most of the unsafe acts that happen on the 
roads. Unfortunately, damage to the infrastructure of the roads and the luxury of vehicles as well as the 
value of life itself have been diagnosed to be caused by road sign illiteracy and various road traffic 
misdemeanours (offences) that road users are fond of committing. For instance, drunkenness, 
over-speeding, drug abuse, smoking and lack of concentration while driving are common traffic 
offences that are injurious to human lives. 

The life of a person," much more than properly ought to be valued. This is why more seriously 
than not, man should seek adequate means of ensuring safety while using the roads in any manner. As a 
way of inducing safety, different signs, symbols and makings have been specially designed and 
adopted for inculcating road safety education in the individuals who ply the roads. It will therefore be 
sadly to misunderstand or trivialize these road signs as negligible. The consequences which may be 
disastrous is better be imaginary than real. 

 

Origin and Trends of Road Signing in Nigeria 
History of safety signs has enjoyed an amount of scholarly study and 

practical investigations (Sims, 1996:12). But unfortunately there is no clear record 
of the exact time when the road safety signs were invented or who first used them. 
It is not unlikely that the early man drew pictographic symbols on cave walls to 
warn and inform the community of the presence of dangerous animals. It is equally 
possible that they had used other signs to convey information. Since the early 
symbols served purposes like the symbols we have today, then modern display of 
road traffic signs is presumptively an idea borrowed from the early man. 

Another information source, Safra et al (2003) says, "the ancient Egyptians and Greeks as well as the 
Romans, were noted for the use of signs, not only as advertising and marketing device but also to 
communicate to the severally illiterate audience of their time". The world's first traffic lights signals 



were installed near the House of Commons in London in December, 1886 (Readers Digest Book of 
Facts, 1985). Also useful is another opinion of the World Book Encyclopedia, which has it on records 
that it is generally agreed, however that automatic traffic signals first appeared in Detroit, in the United 
State of America, in the early 1920s. In 1926 there was an international convention on road safety, 
which was held to discuss issues concerning safety of lives and the environment (Fatuyi ,1999:12). In 
the conference, various geometric shapes were adopted for visual communication on the road. Before 
this period, police were engaged in controlling the traffic by using just the hand signals. 

Presently, Nigeria realizes the technological implications of the present world traffic systems 
for the safety of lives, property and the general environment. She also realizes that most societal 
tragedies are man-made and as such, has provided a highway code in 1972, which was later revised in 
1988 to regulate and even, govern the activities of all would-be users of the road. Pictorial 
graphics/illustrations are the major elements engrafted in the Highway Code (Code of conduct) for 
aggressive practical road traffic instructions. For proper implementation however, by February, 1988, 
the Federal Military Government established a more formidable (ever than before) paramilitary road 
law enforcement agency called Federal Road Safety Commission. It is to enforce road safety rules and 
regulations through educating the citizens on road ethics and the use of the various road traffic signs 
available for a safer environment. The commission was also-*empowered to check dangerous road 
offences and apply punitive procedures against the erring road users (Federal Highway Code, revised 
edition, 1988). 

Nowadays though, the hand signal method is still being adopted, road traffic signs are more 
convenient. Also aesthetically gratifying are the special traffic control devices such as the road traffic 
lights, billboards and sign posts, which are being used to improve the public road traffic control 
systems in the urban metropolis. The traffic signs, symbols and of course, road markings, all, have the 
great value of guiding, warning and regulating the traffic for easy flow and safety. Likewise, the 
traffic lights mounted at the city crossroads consist of three luminous graphic colours adopted to 
perform certain road functions. The Red light cautions of impending danger that could emanate from 
unsafe acts and therefore asks the traffic on the unsafe lane to wait a moment. The green light 
indicates that it is time for the traffic to keep moving in the safe direction and therefore authorizes 
vehicles in that direction to go on. The amber is the "get-prepared-to-move colour signal 
communicating to the line of the traffic kept waiting by the red light instruction. 

Interestingly, the road safety law requires that traffic signs be displayed in the right places on; 
roadways such as the traffic lanes, pedestrian crossing points, turn-about and pavements. These signs, 
symbols or signals call for strict observance of the drivers, cyclists and even, pedestrians on the roads 
(highways), contrary to which there would be jungle justice. 

Road Safety Education 
Road safety education has become a global concern. Its intentions for man and the 

environment are good but the drill and knowledge ought to start from tender schooling. This type of 
education is an essential drill that all should acquire. ]t should become a culture that all should imbibe 
because road mishaps are all too common threat to young, old and children alike. Poor road 
maintenance, bad condition of vehicles, drivers behaviour behind the wheels, and other external 
factors such as condition of roads, climate, flood and rainfall and wandering animals are very possible 
factors that can cause road accidents as noted by the African review of Business and Technology 
(2000). The magazine further reported that efforts to reduce the level of road accidents in developing 
countries through better vehicle maintenance and more effective driver licensing control have 
important benefits, but pedestrians interest especially the children should also be taken into 
consideration. In the light of this menace, the magazine remarks that: 

Few countries in the developing world include road safety 
as part of the curriculum, and a higher percentage have no 
teaching on road safety at class level. 

In Nigeria however, the National Conference on curriculum development held in Lagos in September 
1969 recommended a judiciously managed education system, which would be, on the one hand 
goal-oriented and on the other, multi-functional. This was however adopted as the national 
philosophy on which  the national educational aims and objectives hinge. The national educational 
aims and objectives are hereby restated: 
a) Inculcation of national consciousness and national unity; 
b) Inculcation of the right type of values and attitudes for the survival of the individual and the 

Nigeria society; 
c) The training of the mind in the understanding of the world around us; and 



d) The acquisition of appropriate skills, abilities and competencies both mental and physical as 
equipment for the  individual  to  live  in  and contribute to the development of his 
society 
(Ogunlade et al, 2000:3-4). 

There is provision for road safety education in the curriculum agenda of government right 
from the time cited above. The interest of this type of education has been taken care of with reference to 
a-e above. Hence, the survival and life-saving benefits which safety education provides cannot be 
over-emphasized. In the actual sense, the national philosophy of education emphasizes that an 
individual be able to train both his literacy and mind consciousness in understanding straightforward 
principles as well as simple common sense application in every place and circumstance. 

Education makes one function positively in the society. By education for different functions, an 
individual who is truly educated must have access to an education secondary and supportive to or directed 
toward other endeavours outside of the ability to read and write. An individual should use the 
academic education he has to weave safety and security around him/herself. A person should be educated 
to live peacefully among his society, with the understanding of the principles of individual differences, 
sociological balancing and patriotism. All these are what the philosophy of education has packaged and 
showcased for a truly educated fellow. By reason of the above concept of education, a person could have, 
in addition to the academic literacy, business, aesthetic, computer, vocational, : entrepreneurial or safety 
education to mention but a few. 

Road safety education is not an exemption from the campaign for "education for function". It 
teaches, sensitizes and consciences an individual to comply with certain road safety rules and j 
instructions necessary for the safety of both human and vehicular traffic. Road safety education is 
imperative as a panacea for the alarming rate of road traffic injuries, disabilities and killings resulting 
from road mishaps. Road safety simply means the absence of road accidents whereas road safety 
education is the theory and practice of road safety rules. Agbonjinmi et al (1999) in this regard 
highlighted six main goals of safety education as follows: 
a) The development of appropriate attitudes and awareness of situations that have the potentialities 

for accident; 
b) The acquisition of knowledge and skills for dealing with emergencies resulting from accidents or 

knowing where to obtain help; 
c) The development of positive safety habits; 
d) The prevention of preventable accidents; 
e) The eradication of hazards in our environment; and 
f) The recognition of the relationship between safety, success and happiness. 

t' Looking objectively at Agbonjinmi's submission, one could infer that it fittingly 
hinges on a 

proverbial tripod stand. First, it bothers on the operational condition of the vehicle - which is the 
property, second, the state of the road - which is the infrastructure and third, the road-user - which is 
the human factor. In this case, inculcating safety education in the road users supplies a solution to the 
problems caused by the missing gaps between the tripods. Inculcating in the individual the habit of 
taking precautions against the occurrence of disasters or any form of road crash goes a long way to 
help the situation. Knowledge of what to do when using the road and doing it correctly always is a 
practical display of the road safety education imbibed. 

Some Lessons to Learn About Road Sign Design 

Two needs, the needs to communicate to a large traffic audience at once and the need to be static day 
in day out inform traffic sign design. Road traffic signs and symbols can either be parenthetically 
called road graphics or impact graphics. As a matter of opinion too, Sims (1991) refers to the same 
subject (road sign designs) as "environmental graphics". These coinages of words are fittingly 
necessary for the obvious reason that signs are simple, but precise and forceful pictorial measures 
adopted to speak some visual language to the road audience. It is thereby making impact graphics to bear 
on man, the road and the overall environment. When adopting pictures to speak, the graphic designer 
breaks the language barrier by employing appropriate two-dimensional images like signs, symbol, 
pictograms, logos, and logograms to tell a message or express a concept to the beholder. Fortunately, 
sign design enables the graphic designer to communicate more effectively and reach out to a larger 
audience than written or spoken language would do. This is probably why Baird (1990) describes this 
type of graphics as one, which gets a message across instantly. But this may not be enough to describe 



road traffic signs, hence they do not only pass a message across instantly, they are noticed to be sensuous 
and impartfully loaded with meanings that affect social, cultural, economic and psychological 
sensibilities in the reader. So, they are commonly found everywhere serving particular functions. For 
instance, logos, which are often stylized typography or visual drawings or typo visuals (combination of 
typography and visual illustration) represent the cooperate identity of a commercial product or an 
organization. A pictogram is a sign stylized for a pictorial idea of a message. It may as well be an 
abstract rendition of a person, animal, object or event suited to the pictorial graphics system. 
Generally, sign application is usually based on the assumption that the target audience has some 
previous intelligible idea of what the particular sign/pictogram is standing for. Hence, no footnote is 
necessary to accompany most road signs. Fig. 1 is a pictographic sign of a lady and gent. It can be 
placed on toilet doors or used to represent other relevant connotation purposes. 

 

  

Plate. 1 Sex Indication Sign (Toilet) Plate 2. Danger/Death Trap 

Graphic symbols are signs, marks or object standing for something meant to be easily 
understood. But there are some symbols which have esoteric meanings restricted to uncommon 
consumption. In the words of Arueyingho (2001) "symbols are portrayed as common words or 
pictures that stand for certain ideas, institutions and concepts and used effectively because of the 
meaning in deeper sense they stand for". This write- up draws attention to the skull and crossbones 
draw in plate 2 as a symbol widely used and accepted to connote warning against danger, poison or 
imminent death. People of many nationalities as symbol for cultic and chemical hazards also adopt it. 

Road sign therefore only work when its design is not too complex for visual recognition and 
when they are truly representative of what they stand for. This seems to be the position of Stewart 
(1993) who postulated that "signs always need to be read but some have to be read more urgent!}' 
than others, so they should be produced in simple styles". 

Elements of Design in Road Signing 
The road safety systems world over adopts certain graphic design elements, which are worth 

discussing because of the visual literacy roles they perform in safety education. The elements are 
shape and colour. 

Shape: A formal design ingredient, shape helps to enlarge on the definition and description and most 
interestingly, the ergonomic relevance of a form, image or product to human beings. To succeed in 
design work shape is not only foundational, it is fundamental to the workings of all artists, designers and 
crafts persons. For example, how shapes are created vary with the ideas conceived and the functions 
desired for products and perhaps, the methods, media, materials and technology used to carry out the 
ideas. One particularly visible factor that is very important in spatial allocation and design is shape. 
To this effect, the following four geometric shapes are actively adopted for road traffic control. 

  



 

Circular shape is adopted for regulatory and prohibitive signs 

Rectangular shape is adopted for informatory sign 

Octagonal shape represents the stop sign (regulatory/prohibitory and 

Triangular shape, which is, adopted as warning sign. 

 



Apart from the shapes identified above, road safety signs and signals also have some 
luminous colours associated with it. The psychology of the road colors are briefly discussed 
hereunder: 

Road Colours: Colours affect human environment in instructive ways. In this sense, it is 
appreciated that colours selected for road safety are all forceful. It is equally gratifying to note that 
graphics colours perform the roll of visual communication in urban road designing, vehicular traffic 
management. Road traffic colours comprise of warm colours such as Red, Yellow and Orange (the warn 
colours can also be called "energy or danger colours). It also comprise of "no danger colours" such as 
green, blue, and white. As Kayode (2004) puts it, warn colours are employed to communicate to the 
public the warning sign like 'caution' for over speeding and 'danger' for bad road conditions, 
electrocutable installations, and inflammable materials. The Road Safety Corps in particular adopts the 
red colour to design prohibitive signs and danger alarm. Yellow or amber colour is used to issue warning 
signs, while green and white colours stand for emergency escape and first aid signs. But white and 
green are generally accepted as no-danger-sign. Black is indicative of the black coal tar that is common to 
all motorways and is complementarily used side by side the other road safety colours to symbolize road 
death or despair. 

Some Road Safety Signs 
Road traffic signs are devices designed in a way that is full of interactions. They are grouped into 

four categories thus: 
The prohibitory road traffic signs, The 
road traffic warning signs The 
mandatory signs and The road fire 
fighting signs 

The Prohibitory Signs: To prohibit is to prevent, forbid or disallow. Prohibitory signs are 
graphically drawn symbols or icons designed in circular shape and coloured red, yellow and black to 
disallow or forbid the road users in some way. These sign are characteristically black visuals on white 
background. It has red edging and diagonal line indicating "NO"! Some of the signs are indicated in 
plates 3-5. 
  



 

  

Plate 3. No Smoking Plate 4. No Access (Pedestrian) Plate 5. Stop There! 

Warning Signs: Warning means caution or notification in advance against certain unpleasant 
situations such as imminent danger or a form of unfavourableness. Road warning signs can be 
regarded, similar in design concept to any other road sign as cautionary notice against certain road 
offences or danger of some sort. However, warning signs are characteristically black 
pictograms/visuals on a yellow background with black edging (see plates 6-8). 

 

  

Plate 6. General Danger Plate 7. Industrial Vehicles Plate 8. Quench Fire 

Mandatory Road Sign: These road signs are not warning, neither are they prohibiting. 
Rather, they are signs that compel that road user take certain steps or authoritatively comply with 
certain road safety ethics. They are regulatory road signs compelling cyclists, motorists and 
pedestrians to do certain thing like wearing eye protective goggles on dusty road, or safety helmet for 
cyclists using the roads (see plates 9-11). These are white shapes that appear on a blue background 
colour. 

 

  

Plate 9. Use Helmet Plate lO.Electric Danger Plate II. Stop For Pedestrians 

   

   

  



Miscellaneous/Informatory Signs: These are help or rescue aids for travelers and the general road 
users. It comprise of signs for health, fire outbreak, filling station, telephone, hotel, restaurant, airport, 
and Red Cross rescue services that are available on the road. As it were, it is not unlikely that there is 
fire outbreak on the road due to motor accident, fuel leakage, mechanical/wiring faults and fire from 
external sources like bush burning and contact with naked fire. The road user is kept informed of 
where to find help through the informatory signs (see plates 12-14). These signs take rectangular shapes 
and are mostly white signs rendered on a green background. 

 

  

Plate 12. Packing Sign Plate 13. Bend Director Plate 14. Hospital/Health Care 

Conclusion 
That combining certain shapes and colours can produce very powerful visual images especially as road signs 

(Shepard et al, 1996) forms the central issue and also the concluding part of this write-up. Certainly there are various ways 
by which a person can talk, be heard and understood. One universal way is through design of pictures, images, symbols, 
signs, and colour as well as precise typography. In recent time, sampled opinions have indicated that majority of passers-by 
and business-minded citizens in the urban metropolis, to whom graphic design is important enjoy the language of art and 
design expressed by designers to warn and to inform. From every material consideration, graphics that have good 
interplay of the various elements (line, texture, colour) and principles of design (balance, emphasis, unity etc), speak for 
themselves. By means of this, road safety education has taken place in many individuals who have deliberately or 
indeliberately taken advantage of art. Lives, which ought to have been lost as a result of road abuse and traffic hazards have 
been saved and crystallized. 

When inculcating road safety education through sign design, the graphic designer is disseminating intellectual 
and life-saving awareness to the people concerned. It is a kind of education that teaches one to be observant and compliant 
with the basic road safety rules. This, by implication means that education can helpfully take place anytime, anywhere 
and even on the road if the road/route signs are appropriately placed and made legible enough to be sighted at any time 
of the day. 
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